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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF COTTON IRRIGATION TECHNOLOGIES

by: Dan Rymon and Gideon Fishelson

ABSTRACT

An empirical isoquant analysis is performed for irrigation technologies in

cotton. We employ recent Israeli data on new irrigation technologies and

identify those that are on a per-unit output isoquant, i.e. are substitutes,

those that are above it, i.e. are redundant and those that are below it,

i.e. are economic efficient. The latter are composed of Short-Term Drip

Irrigation. We conjecture that in the near future one would observe a rapid

adoption of this technology and a continuous exit from the less efficient

one, i.e. sprinklers.

•



One might define the issue of optimal yield management as the decision

of choosing among various alternatives of technology or combinations of

technologies. a static world, this decision is relatively simple

assuming that all the available technologies are known, there are no

elements of uncertainty and effects of risk aversion. The issue becomes

complicated once new technologies are (continuously) entering the feasible

set. A common characteristic of each new alternative is the lack of perfect

information. Hence then, almost by definition, elements of uncertainty are

present and the attitude towards risk becomes a dominating factor. Other

issues that are related to new technologies involve special outstanding

inputs requirements. Thus, relative high prices of ,inputs, shortages of

capital and finance restrictions might result in non-adoption of a new

technology although the calculations (made under the various simplifying

assumptions) justify a full speed ahead of its adoption) This This study limits

the choice of technology to irrigation technologies; the crop to

demonstrate by it is cotton. The reason for the choice of cotton is its

share in the irrigated field crops in Israel (see Table 1 in Fishelson and

Rymon (1986)) as well as in several other countries.
2

The comparison

reasons justify choosing cotton in the Israeli case, but the same approach

holds under completely different crop mix, because the focus is on the

irrigation technologies in a relative order.
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Economic Considerations in Choosing an Irrigation Technology

Disregarding uncertainty, the objective of minimizing the cost of

production per unit output is obvious. However, in order to generalize the

choice, the minimization has to consider the various components that make up

the costs. This breakdown is of significance when the various technologies

to be considered vary extremely with respect to these components.

Our study is an empirical one. The reader is saved from the discussion

on cost analysis and gets directly into the construction of the isoquants.

For simplicity and convenience of graphing in two dimensions the various

irrigation costs were aggregated into two categories: costs of capital and

costs of labor. The latter includes the expense of tractors, fuel and

miscellaneous. The costs are limited only to those related directly to

irrigation or are affected by the chbice of irrigation technology.

Secondary effects of the technology choice were omitted. With regard to

each technology we assume that it is described by a fixed proportion

production function to perform the task of irrigation. Hence, by analyzing

the costs first per one unit of input (area) and then per one unit of output

(the costs are later "indexed" to yield differences) the results are

applicable to a variable scale of production.

Economic theory postulates that isoquants are convex to the origin.

The underlying reasons are the need for a decreasing marginal rate of

substitution between inputs and the daily observation that producing firms

attain a stable internal equilibrium. When estimating econometrically the

parameters of a production function, one of the first tests that is
•••

performed on the estimated parameters is that of convexity of the implied

isoquants .
3
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Before presenting the data the conclusions are stated. The data

generate the expected convexity of isoquants. Since the technologies are

not continuous the isoquants are not continuous and only several points on

them are available. The number of points equal the number of technologies

that are examined. The data used, although being taken from the Israeli

experience, are within the prices ballpark and thus represent prices

prevailing in other countries. The only exception is the price of labor

which in developing countries might be considerably lower. However, even

then the shape of the isoquant would not change, but would only rotate.
4

The analysis below bypasses the issue of the price of water. However,

the quantity of water and water quality is explicitly embodied in the

isoquant construction. Also, since the objective is that of cost

minimization, the price of output is ignored. This privilege does not hold

when the technology is related to two or more crops systems, e.g.

double-cropping. In this case one cannot bypass the issue of output prices

and explicit assumptions have to. be formed.
5

The issue of efficiency in crop management is not a new one. It has

occupied the agricultural economics literature not only in Israel but in

various countries. Its presence usually reflects either a severe shortage

of an input, e.g. water, or low profitability of crops (due to low prices).

Sefarim and Shmueli (1975) examined the cost of saved water for six

irrigation technologies in three field crops. The isoquants they

constructed for costs of irrigation and water (p.1187) shows explicitly the
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4 potential substitution between the two and singles out the inefficient

technologies. Bergman (1984) looks at various systems for each of the

following cost factors: water consumption, investment costs, social

factors, operation and maintenance costs, land use and ecological factors,

as well as on the yield. His conclusion is that it is not possible to state

absolutely which irrigation system is the best. One reason is that some of

the considerations of the decision-maker are not quantifiable. He

nevertheless emphasizes that the internal rate of return to the investment

is sensitive to all the above-mentioned factors while total investment costs

have a relatively minor influence. Again, Bergman looks at profitability,

i.e. the outputs price is a crucial factor.

The isoquant analysis performed in this study examines four

technologies that are already well established and a new one that is just

emerging. Most of the data analyzed here are based on the structure built

by Joseph and Segal (1985). Several modifications were made, as an outcome

of consultation with experts: .(a)- the investment in the fixed part of the

drip system is much lower due to latest innovations; (b) repairs needed

for moving lines were estimated annually as 6% of the investment, compared

to 3% in their paper; (c) minor corrections are related to labor inputs and

to the weights of several investment components. The already established

irrigation technologies are: sprinklers, long run drip, a linear move

irrigation system, and a center pivot move irrigation system. The new

technology is the short-term drip technology.
6

Table 1 contains

description of prior conditions to use and the basic features of each

irrigation technology, thus clarifying the differences, on general grounds
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they are grouped into three categories of irrigation equipment: sprinklers'

irrigation, moving lines and drip. It is clear that the five technologies

differ one from the other and the profiles described briefly in this table

are a complete vector of characteristics. The sixth technology of managing

a 'controlled roots' volume' employs one of the drip irrigation techniques.

This last technology enables one to manage a double-cropping system, one of

which is the cotton.

Table 2 presents the cost components of each technology and their

conversion to a standard unit of land, 100 hectares, as estimated under

Israeli conditions. Part A of this table portrays the cost breakdown of

existing irrigation systems as sold in Israel. Its labor component is based

on local values of skilled and unskilled labor (6.5 and 2 U.S.$ per working

hour, respectively), whereas the distribution of their employed time was

estimated by the authors. The investments include the initial cost of the

equipment plus the needed repairs, estimated to rely on the first at a rate

of 6% for the moving lines and 3% for the rest of the techniques. These

capital investments should be recovered during their life span, but this

last figure is the weighted average of all its components; since the

'short-term' drip has a major share (54%) of field units such as fertilizer

tanks and injectors, filters, wide rigid supply lines, etc. that depreciate

over 15 years the weighted average lifespan of the entire technique is 8-10

years. The minimal figure was chosen for calculations in order increase

reliability.
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The main outcome of this presentation is the capital intensity of the

various technologies; the least intensive is the traditional irrigation

through sprinklers, but what will be pronounced later is the high capital

intensity of the moving lines and the relative extensiveness of the drip.

It is contrary to the established knowledge which assumes drip to be highly

capital intensive; especially contradicted is the 'short-term' versions,

expected as the future technology, which is close to sprinklers in its

capital intensity.

Table 3 shows the sensitivity of the costs to the assumed interest

rates, length of life of the equipment and what is defined as the

'development option' - a combination of the longer life and a lower interest

rate (2%). It is evident that all the alternatives are preferred (less

costly) over the sprinkling irrigation. One may ask, then, why don't

farmers immediately change their irrigation technology? The answer lies

first in the share of the fixed costs component broadly defined, to include

technical and mental components,- namely the existing nondeteriorated

equipment and the ruling traditions, beliefs and institutions, which

explains the rationality of their behavior. Secondly, the changes

originated from the fact that modification of the interest rate is

positively correlated with the capital intensity, and the same with the

expected length of the life of the equipment.,

In table 4 efficiency and productivity indices are brought; these are

not embodied in the cost calculations made above but eventually they affect

the costs related to a unit of output from a given piece of land. These

indices are
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estimates collected by experts and experimental work carried out during a

long period in Israel. A support to these estimates might be found in

similar work done in the U.S. by Wilson et. al. (1984). The base is

sprinklering. The 'weighted index' is the multiplicative sum of three

efficiency factors: yield, expenditure effectiveness and land utilization.

Table 5 exhibits the costs per unit of output adjusted for efficiency,

by employing the indices presented in Table 4. One can see the increased

spread of the costs over technologies when adjusting the costs by the

weighted efficiency index.

The split of the costs between labor and capital is used below for the

construction of the production isoquants. Figure la exposes the isoquants

in two versions which differ in capital cost (8 and 2 percent respectively)

and expected length of life (regular and long). The costs are adjusted by a

yield index. Figure lb expresses the same ideas as Figure la but the cost

data are adjusted by a weighted index of efficiency.

To continue the previous discussion of the two indices, this figure has two

parts, which do not signify an important difference.

Conclusions and an Epilogue, or: The Sixth Technology

The isoquant analysis reveals that moving lines and long-term drip are

on the same isoquant, i.e. each would reach minimum costs per unit output at

different intput prices. Spinklers are redundant at any combination of

input prices, i.e., it is to be phased out, after the existing equipment is

fully exploited. Short-term drip will be the best in terms of costs, thus

it is likely to be seen as a future irrigation technology. It is

interesting to note that these findings are already observed in the

distribution of cotton between drip and sprinklers irrigated and the rapid
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Fig.1: IRRIGATION TECHNOLOGIES ISOQUANTS
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adoption of drip by farmers in Israel (Fishelson and Rymon (1986)). It is

still questionable whether the Israeli conclusions and observations are

applicable to different agro-economic environments. What has to be

ascertained is the general phenomena identified under local specific

conditions and the share of the outcomes that remain, restricted o the

analyzed environment.

The sixth technology is a combination of one of the drip versions with

a better agronomic management and a tighter irrigation control; this is the

'controlled roots' volume' approach presented by Carmi and Plaut (1986);

double-dropping is achieved by limiting the volume of the roots' system and

inducing the pass to the reproductive stage of the plant; The farmer gets a

shortening of the period the cotton exploits the land. It is still under

debate if there is a sacrifice in terms of cotton output, but it is clear

that the additional crop from grain contributes around US$500-1000 per

hecatre, the saved inputs (biocides, land preparation etc.) are close to

that sum and the needed extra inputs for compensation are less than US$ 500

per hectare. This 'sixth technology' is a new approach first demonstrated

in Israel in cotton and wheat, but not limited to those two. It is believed

that in the future this type of concept, that combines the highest technical

and professional capacities, will gain its proper position. One should look

at the entire control of the plant development as a way of maximizing

achievements from the biological system; a comprehensive analysis of the

options thus portrayed - under existing constraints - may optimize farmers'

income.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Wilson et. al. 1984) attach a caution (p.6). "Because drip irrigation

on cotton is a new technology, part of the information available about

drip is tentative".

2. In other countries where an irrigated farming is the dominating

practice, the share of cotton is considerably low. Yet, there are

particular areas where it becomes the main crop, e.g. Southern

California, Arizona, Texas and South Brazil.

3. For some production function this is not necessary since the signs of

the estimated parameters already tell the story (e.g. Cobb-Douglas,

CES). In others, e.g. Translog, an explicitcheck for local convexity

is performed (e.g. Berndt-Wood (1975)).

4. When dealing with the issue of labor cost in developing countries one

should bear in mind both manpower cost per day and labor productivity.

A common mistake is to use average salary as a unit cost and forget

when and where a skilled worker is needed; such an input might be both

scarce and costly.

5. The only time that one can still bypass the price of output issue is

when the prices of the various products in the system are strongly

interrelated (move proportionally in the same direction). This

obviously is very unlikely to happen.

6. This new technology was already tested in the past, but that version

was not adequate (technically) to be adopted on a larage scale.

Technical improvements allow to analyze its potential afresh.
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TABLE 1: PRIOR CONDITIONS FOR THE UTILIZATION AND

BASIC FEATURES OF IRRIGATION TECHNOLOGIES

Sprinklers

Moving Lines Drip Irrigation

Linear Pivot Long-Run
1
 Short-term

2

Prior Conditions

- Levelled area

- Pressure of
water supply high

- Wind

Ease of spraying

(insecticides,
etc.)

Importance of the
water quality

(cleanliness)

Skilled labor needs:
- current work
- setting and

rolling up

sensitive

(< 10%) (< 10%)

Control & Faults high med. med. low low

Utilization of
marginal and
irregular areas med. low poor high high

1
existing tubes of rigid walls

2
thin walls, under or above the surface
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TABLE 2: COSTS COMPONENTS OF IRRIGATION TECHNOLOGIES

Unit Moving Lines Drip Irrigation

Sprinklers Linear Pivot Long-run Short-term

A. Basic Data

Life span of the
investment years 8 10 10 11 8

Investment(inc.)
repairs) '000$ 36.4 82.6 63.6 56.2 24.2

Irrigated area ha. 36 69 36 36 36

Labor & the
remaining costs '000$ 5.9 2.4 1.0 4.5 4.6

B. Annual Costs Calculated for a Standard Unit of 100 Hectares
(one season of use in cotton growing)

Capital invested '000$ 101.1 119.8 176.7 156.1 67.2

Capital recovery
costs (8%) '000$ 17.6 17.8 26.3 21.9

Labor and other
costs

Total costs per
annum

'000$ 16.4 3.5 2.8 7.0

'000$ 34.0 21.3 29.1 28.9

11.7

7.5

19.2

Share of Capital
Recovery costs in
annual total cost 52 84 90 76 61
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TABLE 3: SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF AVERAGE ANNUAL COSTS OF THE

DIFFERENT IRRIGATION TECHNOLOGIES (US$/Ha)

Sprinklers

Moving Lines Drip Irrigation

Linear Pivot Long-run Short-term

A. Capital recovery
at different interest rates

Annual Cost (8%) 340 213 291 289 192
Index(Sprinklers=100) 100 63 86 85 56

Annual Cost (2%) 302 168 224 229 166
Index 100 56 74 76 55

Annual Cost (14%) 382 265 367 356 220
Index 100 69 96 93 58

B. Life span of the Investment

The change (from.
to), years

Annual cost(8%)
Index

8-12 10-14 10-14 11-17 8-11

298 180 242 241 169
100 61 81 81 57

C. "Development Effort"
(Longer life and subsidized capital - 2%)

Annual cost 260 134 174 179 143
Index 100 52 67 69 55
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4.

TABLE 4: PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY INDICES OF 'THE

VARIOUS IRRIGATION TECHNOLOGIES

Moving Lines Drip Irrigation

Sprinklers Linear Pivot Long-run Short-term

A. Yield Index 100 90-95 100-105 115-120 125

B. Expenditures'
effectiveness
index 100 95 95 105 100

C. Land utilization
index 100 100 910 110 110

D. Weighted index
(D=AxBxC) 100 86-90 86-90 133-139 151
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TABLE 5: ANNUAL COSTS PER HECTARE, CORRECTED BY INDICES
(US$/ha)

Moving Lines Drip Irrigation

Sprinklers Linear Pivot Long-run Short Term

A.1.Regular interest rate(8%)
and life span-yield index:

Capital 176 192 257 186 94
Labor, etc. 164 38 27 107 102

Total costs 340 230 284 293 195

A.2.Regular interest rate(8%) -
and life-span weighted index:

Capital 176 202 299 161 77
Labor, etc. 164 40 32 92 85

Total costs 340 242 331 253 162

B.1. Subsidized capital (2%)
and prolonged life-yield index:

Capital 96 107 142 93 55
Labor, etc. 164 38 27 107 102

Total costs 260 145 169 200 157

B.2.SUbsidized capital(2%)
and prolonged life-weighted index:

Capital 96 112 166 80 45
Labor, etc. 164 40 32 92 85

Total costs 260 152 198 172 130




